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If you discover a diamond, you may keep it. 

That is the ground rule at the Diamond Preserve of the United States, near 

Murfreesboro, Ark., the only known place in the northern hemisphere where diamonds 

are mined . 

Proclaimed as one of the greatest tourist attractions of the world, the 

Murfreesboro diamond mines have only recently been opened to the public. The cor 

poration which operates the diamond preserve freely grants visitors the privilege of 

searching on the grounds for diamonds, but definitely limits the take to 11 one to a 

customer." 

American Airlines, which spans the continent and reaches into Canada and Mexico, 

offers swift and freq_uent service to the capital .of Arkansas, Little Rock, just 106 

well-paved miles northeast of Murfreesboro . Midway between the two is Hot Springs, 

internationally famed "Little Switzerland. 11 

The drive through Hot Springs to Murfreesboro is made easy at a moderate cost 

by arrangements between American Airlines and Hertz Driv-Ur-Self service. Reserva 

tions for a car at Little Rock can be made through the airline., 

The diamond-bearing area of Pike County, just outside Murfreesboro, produces 

diamonds of the finest q_uality , according to government and Smithsonian records. The 

largest precious stone found so far weighed 40.22 '.Carats in the rough. It was plowed 

up by a farmer in 1906. Since that happy day, .many sources of flawless precious 

stones have been found and many thousands of the hardest of industrial diamonds have 

gone into production tools and machinery throughout the nation. 

Incorporated as Diamond Preserve of t~1e United States, Inc ,., , the newly-opened 

tourist attraction is intended as an educational opportunity but may well prove -

as its popularity increases - as a source of that new stone you 1ve been meaning to 

put into the old ring setting. 
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